Abstract-OLAP models can be categorized with two types: MOLAP (multidimensional OLAP) and ROLAP (relational OLAP). In particular, MOLAP is efficient in multidimensional computing at the cost of cube maintenance, while ROLAP reduces the data storage size at the cost of expensive multidimensional join operations. In this paper, we propose a novel Fusion OLAP model to fuse the multi-dimensional computing model and relational storage model together to make the best aspects of both MOLAP and ROLAP worlds. The Fusion OLAP model can be integrated into the state-ofthe-art in-memory databases with additional surrogate key indexes and vector indexes. We compared the Fusion OLAP implementations with three leading analytical in-memory databases. Our comprehensive experimental results show that Fusion OLAP implementation can achieve up to 35%, 365% and 169% performance improvements based on the Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB databases respectively, for the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) with scale factor 100.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the real-time OLAP has changed the requirements of traditional data warehouses. The sophisticated techniques in traditional OLAP domain such as indexed view [1] , aggregation table, and cube materialization are not adaptive for the "Velocity" requirement of Big Data. Therefore, the low latency analytical data processing on raw data turns to be the mainstream technique [2, 3] . The performance challenge is the core issue for OLAP especially for real-time analytical processing with state-of-the-art hardware accelerators such as GPU [4] , Phi, and FPGA, etc. Besides traditional optimizations, we should reevaluate how to fuse the pros of MOLAP model and ROLAP model together to boost OLAP performance by combining the multidimensional computation feature of MOLAP with the relational storage of ROLAP as a MultidimensionalRelational OLAP model (MROLAP).
In this paper, we develop a set of indexes to span multidimensional OLAP model and relational model. We divide OLAP operations into three independent phases: (1) The first phase is to generate dimension vector indexes to construct the virtual cube; and (2) the second phase is to compute the fact vector index to enable multidimensional retrieval, and (3) the last phase is to retrieval fact data with vector index for aggregation. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We present the Fusion OLAP model for real-time OLAP that simplifies the OLAP model with higher performance. The Fusion OLAP model is adaptive to the emerging heterogeneous architecture with Xeon Phi and GPU.
2) We present the vector index as Fusion OLAP implementation mechanism for in-memory databases. Vector index is a computation-oriented index and shares fixed size columns for various queries. The vector referencing and vector index oriented aggregation achieve both better simplicity and efficiency than traditional relational operations.
3) We implemented the simulated Fusion OLAP model with three leading analytical in-memory databases. By accelerating vector index computing with hardware accelerators, Fusion OLAP model can achieve the average 150% performance improvement. Moreover, the experimental results show that the loose coupling framework accelerates OLAP performance with negligible side-effects on database systems.
Interesting readers may refer to [5] to see the full paper.
II. THE FUSION OLAP MODEL FRAMEWORK
As shown in Fig 1 , the Fusion OLAP model uses virtual cube to define OLAP structure in which the dimensions are used as coordinate axes, and the fact data are labelled with multidimensional coordinate values as a virtual cube instead of allocating real data cube. With the column-store, the fact data are divided into two parts, multidimensional index columns and fact columns.
The switcher between ROLAP and MOLAP is the vector index, which is an extension of bitmap index with specified bits to store more information. For dimension tables, each dimension table uses one vector index. The vector indexes are used as dimensions to map data in virtual cube, and the results of selection and projection operations on dimension table are mapped to the vector index to enable the dimension vector index to be dimension filters. All the dimension vector indexes generated by query construct the multidimensional filter of a virtual sub-cube space. Multidimensional index columns are mapped to virtual cube as multidimensional addressing operation, and the filter results are mapped to the fact vector index to retrieve fact data for aggregation. The fact vector index acts as a bitmap index and aggregation cube index on relational fact data. Hence, the Fusion OLAP model framework comprises with two components, (i) the relational store for dimension and fact data, and (ii) the multidimensional computing.
III. FUSION OLAP OPERATIONS
The basic Fusion OLAP operators are dimension mapping, cube aggregating and multidimensional filtering as shown in Fig 2. A dimension mapping operator is to map each dimensional tuple to distinct vector index cell. An OLAP query is mapped to corresponding dimension tables, the selected and projected tuples are mapped to dimension vector indexes. In cube aggregating operator, the values in vector indexes are mapping to the aggregating cube and the aggregating cube indexes are assigned to vector index cells. Multidimensional filtering operator maps multidimensional index of fact data to dimension vector indexes and iteratively computes aggregation cube indexes for each filtered fact tuple. The vector indexes are used as intermediator between ROLAP and MOLAP models, the workloads on relational database engine are simplified and the computation-intensive multidimensional filtering operation is adaptive to be accelerated with modern hardware accelerators.
IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATIONS
To evaluate Fusion OLAP performance, we use SQL statements to simulate dimension mapping and the vector index oriented aggregation, the multidimensional filtering is implemented with C++, icc (or with cuda) module as OLAP accelerator with multicore, GPU, and Phi versions. In experimental evaluations, the logical surrogate key mapping overhead is commonly below 1% and maximal 5% for TPC-DS datasets, the vector referencing oriented join dramatically outperforms relational joins with multicore, Phi and GPU, the multi-table join is also 5-10 times faster than in-memory databases, and Fusion OLAP simulations with Hyper, Vectorwise and MonetDB achieves 35% 365% improvements on original in-memory databases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed Fusion OLAP model which fuses the benefits of high performance multidimensional addressing from MOLAP with the advantage of efficient storage from ROLAP together. The multidimensional address module can be efficiently implemented by multicore CPU, MIC Phi and GPU processors for its simple vector structure and vector referencing operations. This feature improves in-memory analytical database performance by hardware oriented multidimensional addressing accelerator with the minimal changes for databases.
